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“Seventy Times Seven” 

 

This week our nation marked a painful anniversary - 

 

The anniversary of the day when planes filled with human persons were used as 

missiles. 

 

This past week we remembered September 11, 2001. 

 

On Sunday, September 10th of this past week, I was blessed by being able to 

hear Dr. Brene Brown speak at Hennepin Ave UMC in Minneapolis.  

 

Dr. Brown spoke of many things, but they all circled around the distress of this 

time in our communal life.  We are living “the big lonely” as she calls it - we are 

more divided and sorted by political party and more apt to affiliate only with 

those who get angry about what we get angry about or who vote the way we 

vote or - I’m supposing this - with those who worship the way we do. 

 

This siloing of people is creating huge fissures in our communal cloth and it is 

hurting us - individually and collectively.  We are an increasingly lonely people 

and she shares an observation based on the work of Dr. John Cacioppo of the 

University of Chicago: 

 

As members of a social species, we don't derive strength from our rugged 

individualism, but rather from our collective ability to plan, communicate, and 

work together.  (Braving the Wilderness pg. 53) 

 

She preached it.  1,000 of us soaked it in. 

 

Later this week, as 9/11 commemorations were happening, I ran across a piece 

written by Elizabeth Lesser. 

 

She speaks of how it was for her days after 9/11.  

 

I’ll share the rest in her words: 



 

“I found myself praying for the president, a man for whom I would never have 

prayed unless it was for God to find him another job.  But now I was keeping 

him and his wife close in my heart… 

 

This was new for me.  I normally watched the evening news as if it were a 

sporting event and I an agitated fan in the stand, rooting for one team to 

fumble and lose.  But now my allegiance was widening.  I was rooting for all of 

the teams - for what Martin Luther King Jr., called a ‘double victory’…. I 

suddenly saw what a colossal waste of energy and creativity it is to harden 

one’s heat, and what an act of courage to admit one’s own overconfidence 

and ineptitude. 

 

(I went out for dinner with my friends, who entered into a conversation raking a 

public figure over the coals, discussing the participation of a Supreme Court 

judge at one of the funerals for one of the victims of 9/11) 

 

The usual camps had been established, the predictable blame bestowed. 

 

I felt suddenly weary, and dangerously so. 

 

I tried to shift the conversation: 

 

‘Can’t we let (these people) be people today?  Just for one day?  Can’t we 

grant their humanity in their time of loss?” 

 

My friends could not allow this, and continued to circle around their 

complaints. 

 

“Surprising myself, I stood up. 

 

‘I don't know what to think anymore,’ I said.  ‘All I know is that a lot of people 

are in pain today.  A lot of people are often in pain.  Whether they’re 

Republicans or Democrats, or Muslims or Christians or men or women, it doesn’t 

matter.  If we can’t feel compassion now, when will we ever be able to?  Don’t 

you see how important it is to see each other as human being first:  Don’t you 

see what happens when we put each other out of our hearts:  Don’t you see?’ 

 

By now I was weeping and creating a spectacle. 

 

Our waitress came over.  She had been quietly listening. 

 

She said this: 



 

‘I work during the week at Windows on the World (referring to the restaurant on 

the top floor of the World Trade Center).  ‘I lost fifty friends on Tuesday.  They 

were serving breakfast. 

 

The only thing you should be talking about tonight is how precious your life 

is.  How lucky you are to be alive.  How important it is to love each other. 

 

How lucky you are’, she repeated in a whisper, tears rolling down her face. 

 

Then she wiped her eyes on her apron and briskly started cleaning the 

table.  (Broken Open Elizabeth Lesser. Pg. 97 - 97) 

 

In today’s reading from Matthew, Peter asks a so-human question: 

 

How do I keep score? 

 

How much do I have to forgive?  And you know as he asks the question that he 

is praying for a small number of times because practicing forgiveness of others 

is hard work and who wants to do that? 

 

Our resentments and grudges sometimes feel like the only thing that gets us out 

of bed in the morning.  Jostling them is deep soul work and deep soul work is 

frightening so we understand Peter’s question, don’t we? 

 

Jesus responds in a way Peter must be used to by now - he tells Peter that he is 

called to do his work - the work that is only his to do.  He is called to forgive and 

forgive and forgive. 

 

And the forgiveness is not meted out based on some kind of measurable 

calculus. 

 

Jesus teaches Peter that the power of forgiveness is boundless because Jesus 

loves Peter and Jesus knows that if Peter is hauling around stored up 

resentments and wounds and grudges  

 

it is hurting him - Peter.  And Jesus doesn’t want Peter to be walking wounded. 

 

Jesus teaches Peter to forgive in the wisdom voiced by Dr. Carolyn Myss, who 

says this: 

 

To forgive someone is one of the most selfish bits of self-care you can practice. 

 



When we forgive we free ourselves from a constant rehashing of or reliving of 

painful experiences and disappointments and violations that we just don’t want 

to summon the energy to drag around anymore. 

 

When we forgive we consent to being uncoupled from the person or incident 

or whatever it is that has harmed us.  We release that person into God’s 

keeping because we do not and cannot give them a single ounce more of our 

precious energies. 

 

We have living to do. 

 

Hear me:  To practice forgiveness does NOT mean that what happened to you 

is ok.  Forgiveness does not mean that what happened on September 11th was 

ok. 

 

To practice forgiveness means naming violation and it means choosing to 

move toward being freed from the sludgy and toxic mess that is anger and 

judgement and fury. 

 

Forgiveness, says Myss, is an act so powerful that a resurrection of the inner self 

does indeed occur, because you are retrieving your spirit from the dead zone 

of past traumas and unfinished business.   

 

A lot of people are in a lot of pain today. 

 

Here is what today’s scripture asks us to consider. 

 

The king practiced amazing abundance.  The debt owed him was not possible 

to be repaid in one life-time. 

 

And, the king forgave that debt. 

 

The person forgiven experienced astounding generosity. And, he didn’t allow 

that generosity into his soul where it could truly change his life.  He couldn’t 

seem to see that perhaps he could pay that generosity forward. 

 

He had literally been given back his life!  His gratitude ought to have been 

boundless. 

 

Having been given much, he was called to give much.   But he didn’t get 

it.  And suffered mightily as a result. 

 



Brothers and Sisters, as the waitress so powerfully said in Elizabeth Lesser’s story, 

how lucky we are. 

 

How blessed we are. 

 

We are claimed by a God who picks us up and forgives us every time we 

stumble or creatively or catastrophically fall down. 

 

Having been forgiven in that way of amazing abundance - and I pray that 

each of us gets a whiff of the life-saving power of God’s forgiving of us each-  

 

Having been forgiven that abundantly, we are called by Jesus to practice his 

teaching that forgiving others - and ourselves - is not optional but essential soul 

work.   

 

Not because those who have wronged us or hurt us deserve forgiveness  

 

But because WE deserve to let              it                           go. 

 

We cannot change others.  There is so much we cannot control.  We cannot 

rewind our lives or our decisions or erase our scars. 

 

But we can do this: 

 

We can name the woundings of our lives. 

 

We can work for things to change so that the woundings stop - for ourselves 

and for others. 

 

We can be outraged and angry and hungry for a day when all of us are able 

to honor our shared humanity more than our dug-in need to be right. 

 

And, we can choose, you and I, to slowly slowly uncurl our fists and our need to 

punch back and we can let go of the feuding being intentionally fostered in 

this big lonely of a world. 

 

Life is piercingly short.  It can end while you are serving breakfast. 

 

Live while you can.  Love while you can.  Forgive while you can. 

 

Know, while you can, how lucky we are. 

Amen 

 


